!, ,,J$-(J/-v-OA.-2.J/-$*A?-<2-+-$?=-2-8J?-L-2-28$?-?R, ,
Instructions in the Mahayana View which Clarifies the Two Truths
**************************************************************************************

,<-:.R.-i3?-GA?-gR$?-0<-L-2:A-(R?-.%-, *3?-?-]%-2:A-(R?-$*A?,
For those who wish liberation there are both the dharmas of realisation and the dharmas
of practice.
**************************************************************************************

.%-0R-=:%->J?-L-,A:A-$/?-=$?-.%-, >J?-0-<%-$A-$/?-=$?-$*A?,
Regarding the first of these there are two aspects. The first takes as its object of
understanding the general natural condition (gNas-Lugs), while the second concerns itself
with knowledge of one's own natural condition.
**************************************************************************************

.%-0R-=:%-!/-mR2-.%-.R/-.3-$*A?-=?,
The first of these also has (1) relative (Kun-rDzob) and (2) absolute (Don-Dam) aspects.
**************************************************************************************

.%-0R-/A, ,A<-.M=-2-3/<-3J.-0-/?-?-2&:A-eJ?-,R2-3/-(.-GA-$%-2-,3?-&.-!/mR2-;A/,
1. Regarding the first of these, in general all appearances between the lowest hell and
post-meditative experience of the tenth bodhisattva stage belong to the relative.
**************************************************************************************

.J-=:%-=R$-0:A-!/-mR2-.%-;%-.$-$*A?-=?,
Moreover the relative can also be false or pure.

=?-.%-0R-0-3/-(.-=-$%-5.-=R$-0:A-!/-mR2,
For those who have not entered the dharma all experience belongs to the false relative.

3R?-0-,R.-0-i3?-=-gR$?-0:A-lA?-9A/-0:A-.?-/-$%-2-,3?-&.-;%-.$-!/-mR2,
For those who have entered the first part of the first stage and are starting to develop
understanding, all experience belongs to the pure relative.

3-9A/-.?-/-=R$-mR2-;A/,
When that is forgotten, there is only the false relative.

?-,R2-/?-;A.-=-$%-5.-;%-.$-!/-mR2-;A/,
Having gained the first stage all that appears to the mind is within the pure relative.

$%-43-3-:$$?-0?-!/-mR2-;A/-=-.J-*A.-m/-0<-3%R/-?3-IA?-$9A$?-0?-?R,
The ceaseless presentation of appearances is the relative and it has to be seen to be
deceptive.

,?-.%-0R-/?-?-2&:A-2<-IA-$%-2-.J-.$-G%-}<-.%R?-:6B/-=-;/-<A%-0R<-$R3?-0:A2$-($?-3-%%-0?-2*J.-0-!J-\-lA:A-$R.-GA-SA-.%-:S,
The appearances that occur between the first and tenth stages are affected by the subtle
habits of having engaged in belief in real entities for a long time, just as the smell of
musk lingers in an empty container.

2$-($?-l.-/?-%%?-0:A-?%?-o?-=-$%-2-$%-;%-3J.-.J-.R/-.3-0<-3R?-V=-:2:8A$-+-$/?-?R,
For a Buddha who has totally abandoned these subtle habits there are no such
appearances whatsoever and they abide solely in the absolute free of interpretation.
**************************************************************************************

,,-3=-IA-$R.-2&.-=-.%R?-0R<-8J/-0-/A-=R$-mR2-;A/,
To believe that the ordinary world and its inhabitants are real is the false relative.

.J:A-$*J/-0R<-.$-0:A-z-.%-$8=-;?-#%-+-3-v-2<2+<-/?-|R3-0-?R$?-;%-.$-!/-mR2-;A/,
The antidote to that is to meditate on their transformation into the illusion-like pure
deities and mandala palaces, and this is the pure relative.
**************************************************************************************

$*A?-0-.R/-.3-0:A-%R-2R-/A-(R?-GA-.LA%?-3R?-0-.%-V=-2-;A/,
2. Secondly the essence of the absolute is all-encompassing space free of interpretation.

.J:A-%R-2R-=-.LJ<-3J.-G%-, .J-*A.-3%R/-.-I<-3-I<-IA-wR$-0-/?-.LJ-/,
Although it is indistinguishable from the essence of the two aspects of the relative, yet a
distinction is made according to the way the absolute is or is not understood.

<%-28A/-$>A?-GA-.%-, .J-*A.-gR$?-0-3%R/-I<-IA-=3, ;%-/-,R?-2?3-IA-1R-:.R$-(R.0:A-.%-, i=-:LR<-0?-*3?-?-MR%-2-:3, ?R-*J?-.R/-,A-eJ?-.0$-$A-.%-, :1$?-0?<%-<A$-3%R/-?3-IA-.R/-.3-0-!J,
Thus there is the absolute of natural revelation; of the manifesting of realisation of the
absolute; of destroying doubts by hearing and reflecting on the dharma; of the
experiences developed by yoga; of ordinary people's interpretation of the general ideas;
and of superior people's direct experience of awareness.
**************************************************************************************

.J-;%-i3-P%?-GA-.%-, i3-P%?-3-;A/-0:A-.R/-.3-8J?-$?%?-?R,
To be more specific,

2.J/-0-$*A?-0R-.J-=-$%-=$?-$?3-;R.-.J,
$%-2-<%-o.-0<-$%-8A%-8J/-0-.%-2&?-0-/A-?R-?R:C-*J-2R:C-?-!J,
the stages of ordinary people are those where there is attachment to appearance which is
seen as being inherently real.

.J-=-=R$-0:A-!/-mR2-9J<,
This is known as the false relative.

$%-2-m/-0<-gR$?->A%-8J/-0-3J.-0-:1$?-0:A-?-!JRealising that appearances are deceptive and being without attachment to them is the
experience of the superior stages.

.J-=-;%-.$-0:A-!/-mR2-&J?-L,
This is known as the pure relative.

$%-2-.%-3A-$%-2-$%-;%-3J.-&A%-8J/-3A-8J/-IA-lA?-$.2-.%-V=-2-?%?-o?-GA-?-!J,

Buddhas are free of all real and unreal appearances and are without the discrimination of
attachment or non-attachment.

.J-!-=-.R/-.3-8J?-L:R,
This is known as the absolute.
**************************************************************************************

,.J-;%-.%-0R-=-$%-8J/-$*A?-!-;R.,
Thus at first there is both appearance and attachment.

2<-3-=-$%-43-=?-8J/-0-3J.,
Then there is only appearance without any attachment.

KA-3-=-$%-8J/-$*A?-!-3J.-.R,
And finally there is the absence of both appearance and attachment.

,.J-$?3-;%-=R$-0:A->J?-0-.%-,
!/-mR2->J?-0:A->J?-0-.%-, .R/-.3->J?-0:A->J?-0:R,
Thus there is false understanding, the understanding of relative knowledge, and the
understanding of absolute knowledge.

,?R-?R:C-*J-2R:C-!/-mR2->J?-0:A->J?-<2-/A-2g$-.J.-=-<$?-=?-?R,
For ordinary people the wisdom of relative knowledge is developed by deliberate
examination.

,:1$?-0?-/A-3%R/-?3-0:R,
While for the superior ones understanding is direct.
**************************************************************************************

,.R/-.3-0:A-(R?-GA-.LA%?-=->J?-3A->J?-GA-,-~.-3J.-G%-, .J-*A.-#R%-.-(.-0:%->J?0:3-gR$?-0-?R$?-?-2+$?-?R,
Regarding the absolute all-pervading space, although it is beyond the conventions of
knowing and not-knowing, in order to understand how it is we make use of the notions of
understanding and not understanding.

**************************************************************************************

,3,<-,$-2.J/-$*A?-.LJ<-3J.-.-gR$?-0<-L-2-/A, !/-mR2-&J?-;R.-;R.-0R-.%-, .R/.3-IA?-8J?-3J.-3J.-0R<-2g$?-0-.2-3:A-v-2<-3A-:I<-+J,
In order to realise the ultimate inseparability of the two truths we must see that to
interpret the relative as really existing and the absolute as not existing is not to be in
accordance with the view of the middle way (dBu-Ma).

;%-.$-!/-mR2-i=-3-$&A$-gR$?-0:A-.?-<%-/?-;R.-3J.-g$-(.-GA-3,:-,3?-&..%-V=-2-2.J/-0-$*A?-.LJ<-3J.-.-:SJ?-0-;A/-+J,
From the time one has an easy realisation of the pure relative one is free of all limits of
being and non-being, permanence and impermanence and merges in the inseparability of
the two truths.

;3-=?, !/-mR2-GA-.J-#R-/-*A.-$%-;A/-0-.J-*A.-.R/-.3-0:A-.J-#R-/-*A.-.R, ,8J?-?R,
As it says in the Yum (Prajnaparamita), 'Whatever is the actual nature of the relative, that
also is the actual nature of the absolute.'
**************************************************************************************

,2.J/-0-$*A?-?-.LJ-2:%-, <J-8A$->J?-%R-$*A?-=-vR?-/?-gR$?-a-2:A-(J.-.-2+$?-043-!J,
However in order to easily understand it is sometimes useful to look at them as if they
were different in nature, that is to distinguish between the two truths.

.J-;%-:O=-0:A->J?-%R-=-.%R?-0R-$-5S$?-?-$%-2-!/-mR2-+-2+$?,
Thus the experience of bewilderment is the appearance of many real entities − that is wht
is called relative.

:O=-0-9.-0:A->J?-%R-=-h=-43-;%-3J.-&A%-3J.-0-<%-;%-3A-.3A$?-0?-.R/-.3-8J?2+$?-0-;A/-+J,
The experience of the ending of bewilderment is when there is no perception of even an
atom's worth of either real entities or of the non-being of entities − this is what is known
as the absolute.

$%-5K-.%R?-.%-.%R?-3J.-.$ ,]R-;A-3./-/-3A-$/?-0, ,.J-5K-i3-0-$8/-3J.0?, ,.3A$?-0-3J.-0<-<2-+-8A, ,8J?-?R,
As Santideva says in the ninth chapter of the Bodhicaryavatara,
When both existents and non-existents
Cease to present to the mind
There is nothing else. And so
Being free of perception, mind is truly at peace.
**************************************************************************************

,.R/-=->J?-L:A-$>A?-3,<-,$-(R?-GA-.LA%?-3R?-V=-(J/-0R-=-2.J/-0-$*A?-?-.LJ-2:A$.$?-$8A-3-P2-0?-.LJ-<-3J.,
With regard to reality, the nature which is to be known, the ultimate great all-pervading
space free of interpretation is without any basis for the discrimination of the two truths
and so one should not discriminate.

3,<-KA/-0:A-?%?-o?-GA-.$R%?-0-=:%-2.J/-0-$*A?-?-.LJ-o-3J.,
Moreover the final Buddha's understanding does not distinguish between the two truths.
**************************************************************************************

.-v<-IA-:O=-$%-:.A-=-;%-2.J/-0-$*A?-,-..-.-3-P2-!J, $%-!R%-.LJ<-3J.-<A$-!R%.LJ<-3J.-.-$/?->A%-,
Regarding the bewildering appearances which present themselves, do not separate them
in terms of the two truths but abide in the inseparability of appearance and emptiness, and
in the inseparability of awareness and emptiness.

.J- v<- gR$?-0:3-#R%-.- (.- 0- .J- *A.-?%?-o?-GA- .$R%?- 0- (R?- *A.- $*A?-?- 3J.- 0:A- ;J>J?-;A/-+J,
To realise or actualise this is the non-dual pristine cognition, the understanding of the
Buddha.

2.J/- $*A?- ?R- ?R:C- (- ;%- .$- 0<- >J?- >A%- .J- $*A?- .LJ<- 3J.- .- :SJ?- 0<- I<- 0- =- 9%:)$-$*A?-?-3J.-0:A-;J->J?-.%-3A-$/?-0:A-M-%/-=?-:.?-0-?R$?-?-2+$?-?R,
Really knowing the two truths as they are separately, they both become merged
inseparably as the non-dual pristine cognition of union, the liberation which does not
abide anywhere.
**************************************************************************************

,.J- v<- ;=- >J?- L- ,A:A- $/?- =$?- gR$?- G%- , ;=- &/- >J?- 0- <%- $A- $/?- =$?- 3gR$?-/,
Although one may understand the general natural condition of the object, that which is to
be known, the natural condition of oneself, the knowing subject, may not be known.

(R?-,3?-&.->J?-L:A-;=-.-=?-/?-*R/-3R%?-0:A-$*J/-0R<-3A-:PR-!J-gR$?-0-.J-*A.-=a<-%-o=-.%-_R3-?J3?-*J-8A%-, $%-9$-$A-2.$-<$?-?-:PR-2?, >J?-L->J?-3#/-IA]R:3-?J3?-?3, ;A.-.3-i3->J?-#R-<%-$A-$/?-=$?-gR$?-.$R?,
If one keeps phenomena as one's object of knowledge and doesn't apply the antidote to
the afflictions, then one's realisation will become a source of pride and craving. Due to
this belief in one's own true existence grows stronger and so it is important to realise the
natural condition of one self, of one's mentation, of one's mind, of one's intellect − of
whoever is the knower of the knowledge.

.J-=-$*A?-+J,
There are two aspects to this.

<J- 8A$- 2.J/- 0- $*A?- ?- gR$?- 0<- L- 2- .%- , 3,<- ,$- 2.J/- 0- .LJ<- 3J.- .- gR$?- 0<- L2:R,
Firstly the truth must be understood in its two modes, and then ultimately the
inseparability of truth must be realised.

**************************************************************************************

,.%-0R-/A, >J?-L-,A:A-$/?-=$?-!/-mR2-$%-=-<%-$8A/-3J.-0<-+-3-v-2<-gR$?,
a. Regarding the first of these one must realise that the general natural condition of the
objects of knowledge, the relative appearances, is without inherent self-nature like an
illusion.

.R/-.3-0<-;R.-3J.-&A<-;%-3-P2-0-/3-3#:-v-2<-gR$?,
From the absolute point of view they neither exist nor don't exist, just like the sky.

3,<-,$-2.J/-0-$*A?-.LJ<-3J.-(R?-GA-.LA%?-3-3,:A-3R?-0-,3?-&.-V=-2:A-.2-3(J/-0R<-gR$?-0:A-]R:3->J?-0-.J-*A.-!/-mR2-;A/-+J,
To understand the great middle way of the ultimate inseparability of the two truths, the
all-encompassing space free of all limiting interpretation, by means of the intellect or
mentation, is relative truth.
**************************************************************************************

8A-2-z?, .R/-.3-]R-;A-,R.-;=-3A/, ,]R-/A-!/-mR2-;A/-0<-:.R., ,&J?-?R,
Santideva says, 'The absolute is not within the sphere of the intellect. The intellect desires
the relative.'
**************************************************************************************

,.J-v<-gR$?-0:A-]R-$%-;R.-0-.J-=-%-o=-.%-_R3-?J3?-;R.-&A%-, %-o=-.%-_R3-?J3?-/A2..-GA-=?-;A/-0?-.J-*A.-=R$->J?-?-:PR-!J,
Thus towards whatever intellectual understanding one has, if pride and craving arise then
that pride and craving is the work of demonic delusion and due to it one's understanding
will become false.

?%?-o?-GA-;=-2?3-IA?-3A-H2-0-2!/-0:A-3.R-=?, ,R2-0-8J?-L-2-/A-$;R-2-*A..R, ,3%R/-0<-gR$?-0-8J?-L-2-/A-_R3-?J3?-0-*A.-.R, ,$;R-2-.%-_R3-?J3?-$%-;A/-0.J-/A-2..-GA-=?-?R, ,z$-0:A-%-o=-&/-.$-/A-2.$-$A?-,R2-2R, ,2.$-$A?-3%R/-0<gR$?-?R-8J?-i3-0<-gR$-0<-:I<-<R, ,8J?-$?%?-?R,

The Sutra of the Inconceivable Realm of the Buddha says,
What is called 'attainment' is unstable,
What is called 'clear realisation' is greed.
Instability and greed are the work of demonic delusion.
Those with great pride believe 'I have gained this'.
What is called 'my clear realisation' becomes discursive thought.
**************************************************************************************

,gR$?-0:A-]R-/A-!/-mR2-GA-<%-28A/-.R/-.3-0-;A/-+J,
The real nature of relative intellectual understanding is absolute.
**************************************************************************************

gR$?-0:A-]R:3, ?J3?-?3->J?-0-.J-*A.-<%-=-2v?-0?-.%R?-0R-&A<-;%-3-P2-!J,
If you examine yourself as the mind or consciousness or intellect that understands then
you will see that in no way is it a substantial entity.

;J-/?-;R.-3J.-GA?-!R%-, *J-:$$?-GA?-!R%-, :PR-:R%-$A?-!R%-, g$-(.-GA?-!R%-, .?$?3-IA?-!R%-0?-/-(R?-*A.-.R/-.3-0-8J?-L-!J,
From the very beginning mind has been empty of existing and not existing. It has been
empty of beginning and ending, of coming and going, of permanence and impermanence
and of past, present and future. And so this is called the absolute actuality.

:R.-Y%-$A?-8?-0:A-3.R-=?, ?J3?-/A-/%-/:%-3J.-.J-KA-<R=-/:%-3J., ,$*A?-!-3J.0<-3A-.3A$?-?R, ,8J?-.%-,
The Sutra Requested by Kashyapa says, 'Mind is not within, and neither is it without.
And it cannot be perceived as something other than these.'

L3?- 8?- =?, ?J3?- /A- .LA2?- 3J.- 0, #- .R$- 3J.- 0, $/?- 3J.- 0, /3- 3#:- v2:R, ,8J?-$?%?-?R,
And Maitreya's Request says, 'Mind is without form, without colour, and without resting
place, just like the sky.'
**************************************************************************************

,?J3?-GA-$/?-=$?-3,<-,$-2.J/-0-$*A?-.LJ<-3J.-.-$/?-+J,
b. Now we will consider the manner in which the natural condition of mind abides as the
ultimate inseparability of the two truths.

?J3?- *A.- $&A$- =- 2.J/- 0- $*A?- ?- 2+$?- 0- .J- ;%- <J- 8A$- 3A%- 43- 2h- 43, 2g$?- 043-.-9.-.R,
When the two truths are applied to the single mind itself this is only the use of names and
signs. It is nothing more than conventional identification.

,$8A-(R?-GA-.LA%?-=-?J3?-3J.-0?-2.J/-0-$*A?-GA-$.$?-$8A-3-P2,
The ground all-encompassing space is without conceptual mind (Sems-Med) and so the
two truths are without foundation.

:V?-2-?%?-o?-GA-.$R%?-0-=-?J3?-3J.-0?-2.J/-0-$*A?-GA-$.$?-?-3J.,
The result of the Buddha's understanding is without conceptual mind and so the two
truths are without basis.
**************************************************************************************

:O=-0:A-?J3?-&/-IA-?J3?-*A.-$?=-!R%-:.A-=-;%-%R?-29%-3J.-.J,
Although the minds of bewildered sentient beings are clarity and emptiness, they do not
recognise this.

<A$-0-$?=-!R%-.-$/?-0?-2.J/-0-$*A?-.LJ<-3J.-.-gR$?-0<-L:R,
By abiding in the clarity and emptiness of awareness the inseparability of the two truths
is realised.

,2.J/- $*A?- .LJ<- 3J.- GA- .R/- .J- ;%- 2.J/- 0- $*A?- GA- 35/- *A.- >J?- 0- =- 2gJ/- /?- gR$?0:A-.$R?-0-;R.-0?-$*A?-?-.LJ-2:R,
Although the two truths are actually inseparable one needs to rely on the conventional
knowledge of the two truths as separate to gain realisation − and it is for this reason that
they are distinguished.

**************************************************************************************

,.J-v<->J?-L:A-$/?-=$?-3R?-V=-.%-$/?-=$?-3R?-V=-$*A?-.LJ<-3J.-<R-$&A$-+:SJ?-+J-.J:A-(R?-.%-$%-9$-$A?-!R%-43-/-KA-/%-$A-(R?-,3?-&.-;R.-3J.-g$-(.-GA-3R?0-,3?-&.-.%-V=-/?-:.?-3-L?-GA-/3-3#:-v-2-3,R%-L-3,R%-LJ.-3J., gR$-LgR$?-LJ.-3J.-0:A-5=-IA?-gR$?->A%-3,R%-2-/A-KA/-&A-3-=R$-0:A-gR$?-0-;A/-/R,
In this way the non-interpretative natural condition of knowledge and the noninterpretative natural condition of the knower are merged inseparably with one flavour.
Thus all phenomena and beings are just emptiness and so all outer and inner phenomena
are free of the interpretations of being and non-being, permanence and oblivion, and so
are uncompounded like the sky. Realising that there is no seer and nothing to be seen, no
thinker and nothing to be thought, there is then clear vision and a non-deceptive
understanding.
**************************************************************************************

,.-/A-*3?-?-]%?-2:A-(R?-2!/-0-=-$*A?-=?,
There are two ways of practising these instructions:
**************************************************************************************

.2%-0R-iR/-0R?-&A$-(<-.-*3?-?-]%-2-/A, }R/-5S$?-$*A?-2?$?-0:A-o-&/,
i. For those who are very intelligent there is direct (Chig-Chhar) practice, since they have
behind them the accumulation of merit and wisdom gathered in previous lives.

92-3R:C-=?-:UR-.%-{=-2<-w/-0:A-=?-&/-.$-=-2.J/-0-$*A?-GA-$.3?-0-2!/-043-IA?-gR$?-0-:(<-2?, gR$?-0:A-%%-.J-*A.-=-2*%?-0?-(R$-$R,
Those fortunate ones whose profound good karma has ripened will spontaneously
understand on just hearing the teaching on the two truths and will be able to remain in
that state of realisation.

,.J-;%-3*3-28$-=->J?-0-.%->J?-L-$*A?-!?-!R%-8A%-2.$-3J.-0, 2.J/-0-$*A?-GA3R?-0-.%-V=-2-/3-3#:-v-2:A-%%-=-|R3,
Moreover in meditation they will abide in the sky-like state of the two truths free of
interpretation in which both knowledge and knower are empty and devoid of selfsubstance.

.J-v<-|R3-0:A-.?-/-i3-gR$-%/-0-$&A$-1<-2?=-o-3J., ?J3?-29%-0R-$&A$-=-]R$+.-.-3J.-.J,
When meditating like that there are no bad thoughts that have to be cleared away and no
good thoughts that should be relied on.

L3?-3$R/-IA?, :.A-=-2?=-L-&A-;%-3J., ,28$-0<-L-2-&%-9.-3J., ,;%-.$-*A.=-;%-.$-2v, ,;%-.$-3,R%-i3-0<-PR=, ,8J?-$?%?-?R,
Maitreya said,
In this there is nothing to clear away and
Not even the least thing to be kept.
By really looking at reality
When you really see you will be completely free.
**************************************************************************************

,eJ?-=-)A-v<-$%-2-,3?-&.-$%-=-<%-28A/-3J.-0, 2.J/-$*A?-9%-:)$-kA-=3-v2:A-%%-.-2*%?,
Having practised in that way for all manner of appearances, appearance is devoid of
inherent self-nature and one maintains the dream-like state of the union of the two truths.

.J-3-gR$?-0:A-?J3?-&/-kA-=3-+-3-v-2-i3?-=-L3?-0-.%-~A%-eJ-L%-(2-GA-?J3?-+3-43-IA?-?J3?-&/-IA-.R/-.-5S$?-$*A?-+-3-43-$?R$-&A%-,
in relation to
As regards those dream-like illusory sentient beings who do not realise this, with an
illusory loving and compassionate enlightened attitude, gather the illusory accumulation
of merit and wisdom for the sake of all beings.

?J3?-&/-IA-.R/-.-(R/-=3-o-(J/-0R-$.2-0<-L:R,
Make a vast aspiration to benefit sentient beings.
**************************************************************************************

,.2%-g=-i3?-GA?-/A-]R-wR$-28A-0R-/?-29%-!J-<A3-IA?-$R3?-0<-L-.$R?-+J,
ii. Those who are less able should start with the four reflections and progress through the
stages of practice.
the four ways of changing mind ( the four ways of turning the mind from samsara)

.J-v<-3-L?-/-92-3R:A-gR$?-0-.R/-,A:A-i3-0-43-=?-3A-*J:R,
If they do not do this then they will only gain a general understanding of the profound
truth.
**************************************************************************************

,)A-v<-S/-$%-,3?-&.-!/-mR2-;A/,
All thoughts and appearances, however they are, are relative.

.J-;A-<%-28A/-gR$?-0-.R/-.3-3R,
The realisation of their nature is the absolute.

,.J-v<-gR$?-0:A-]R-.J-!/-mR2-=, ,]R-=-<%-28A/-3J.-0-.R/-.3-3R,
The intellect that understands that is relative while the lack of inherent self-nature in the
intellect is the absolute.

,2.J/-$*A?-2eR.-0:A-1-.J-!/-mR2-=, ,1-=-<%-28A/-3J.-0-.R/-.3-3R,
The sound that expresses the two truths is relative while the lack of inherent self-nature in
that sound is the absolute.

,.J-.$-$*A?-3J.-2.J/-$*A?-9%-:)$-!J,
The non-duality of these aspects is the union of the two truths.

,>J?-L:A-$>A?-.%-?%?-o?-.$R%?-0-=, ,2.J/-$*A?-9%-:)$-.$-G%-3A-.3A$?-0?,
Thus the nature of knowledge and the Budddha's understanding are beyond perception as
the union of the two truths.

,(R?-GA-.LA%?-*A.-3R?-.%-V=-8J?-L,
This is called 'all-encompassing space free of interpretation'.

,.J-=-$%-9$-(R?-GA-2.$-3-P2,
Within it there are neither beings nor phenomena having an inherent self-nature.
**************************************************************************************

,.J-v<-gR$?-0-$%-.J-v-2-;A/,
To understand this is the view.

,.J-;A-%%-=-$/?-0-|R3-0-;A/,
To remain in that state is the meditation.

~A%-eJ?-$8/-.R/-5S$?-$?R$?-,R.-0-;A/,
To compassionately benefit others with the accumulations and so on is the conduct.

,$9%-:6B/-.LA%?-?-;=-2-:V?-2-;A/,
To dissolve subject and object in natural space is the result.

,;J->J?-KR$?-3J.-H2-0-;R/-+/-;A/,
All-pervading unbiased pristine cognition is the quality.

,:PR-.R/->$?-=-:P2-0-UA/-=?-;A/,
The accomplishment of automatic benefit for beings is the activity.

,3A%-.%-2h:-=-.R/-.-3-:6B/-0<,
Do not hold names and signs to be inherently meaningful.

,3A%-5B$-2h:-;A?-35S/-0:A-.R/-=-?J3?, ,8J?-$?%?-?R,
Know that names, words and signs serve to demonstrate meaning.
**************************************************************************************

,$%-3#/-IA-?J3?-*A.-<%-28A/-3J.-0?-.J<-2+$?-0:A-2.$-3J., ?J3?-&/-3J.,
$%-9$-3J., LJ.-0-0R-3J., &J?-?R$?,
The mind that understands appearances is without inherent self nature and so it is said to
be without substantial self, without being, without personhood, without performer.
**************************************************************************************

3J.-&J?-L-2-:.A-;R.-0<-3-P2-0:A-,-5B$-$R,
And what is here said to be without inherent self nature is really without it.

,;R.-0<-3-P2-0:A-KA<-3J.-0<-;%-3-P2-0?-3J.-&J?-L-2-:.A-;R.-3J.-$%-.:%-3-P20:A-5B$-]-.$?-?R, ,
Because there is no true existence there is also no non-being and this so called being
'without' is totally free of all 'being' and 'non- being' − these are only words.
**************************************************************************************

? ;=-i3-0<-<A$-0:A-i3-0<->J?-0-:.A-/A-.2%-0R-=-3A-2gJ/,
Consciousness that has a true awareness of object is not dependent upon the senses.

;=-i3?-=?-G%-3-:R%-,
Nor does it arise from the object.

2<-IA-.2?-/:%-3A-$/?,
And it does not abide in the middle between subject and object.

/%-/:%-3J., KA-<R=-/:%-3J.,

It is not inside, nor is it outside.

.J-L%-2:A-5K-$%-/?-G%-3-:R%-!J,
When it arises it does not come from anywhere.

:$$?-0:A-5K-$%-.:%-3A-:PR,
When it ceases it does not go anywhere.

,.J-:L%-0:%-!R%-:)A$-/-;%-!R%-?R$?-$?%?-?R,
And so it is said of consciousness that its arising is empty and its passing is also empty.

,3.R- =?, ;%- .$- 0<- 3,R%- 0- .J- =- /A- (R?- $%- ;%- $%- 2<- 3A- :I<- +J, 8J?- ?R$?$?%?-?R,
In the sutras it is said, 'For one who really sees, no phenomena whatsoever appear.'
**************************************************************************************

,;3-=?, ;A.-=-LJ.-0-.J-/A-:.R.-0:A-#3?-.%-, $9$?-IA-#3?-.%-, $9$?-3J.0:A-#3?-?-:SJ-2<-:I<-=,
In the Prajnaparamita literature it is said, 'Mentation leads to involvement in the realms of
desire, form and formlessness.

;A.-=-3A-LJ.-0-/A-$%-.-;%-:SJ-2<-3A-:I<-<R, ,8J?-.%-,
When there is no mentation there is no involvement anywhere.'

3.R-=?, $%-$A-5K-&A-=-;%-3A-,R.-/, .J-;A-KA<-i=-:LR<-,R.-0-8J?-L:R, ,8J?-.%-,
In a sutra it is said, 'When no activity whatsoever is performed that is known as the
performance of naturalness (rNal-'Byor, yoga).'

.J?-/-,-3=-0-(R?-3J.-GA-%%-=-*R%-2-/A-(R?-GA-3(R$-;A/-+J,
Therefore if ordinary people practice in the state of the absence of phenomena that is the
supreme dharma.

3.R-=?, .J-=-(R?-GA-3(R$-$%-8J-/, $%-=-(R?-GA-:.->J?-3J.-0:R, ,8J?-?R,
In a sutra it says, 'Now what is the supreme dharma? It is the absence of the perception of
phenomena.'

,;3-=?, L%-(2-.3A$?-?-3J.-0:A-KA<-L%-(2-&J?-L-2-:.A-/A-3A%-43-.-9.-.R,
In the Prajnaparamita literature it is said, 'Because what is called enlightenment cannot be
perceived as an enlightenment per se it is only a name.

,?%?-o?-.3A$?-?-3J.-0-/A-3A%-43-.-9.-.R, ,8J?-?R,
Buddhahood also cannot be perceived and so is only a name.'
**************************************************************************************

? ,(R?-,3?-&.-GA-$/?-=$?-/3-3#:-v-2<-i3->J?-.%-;J->J?-IA-;=-.-L<-3J.0<-gR$?-0-.J-v-2-;A/,
The natural condition of all phenomena is like the sky. To realise that it is not an object
of consciousness nor of pristine cognition is the view.

.J:A-%%-=-3A-$/?-0:A-5=-IA?-$/?-0-.J-|R3?-;A/,
To abide in that state without being fixed is the meditation.

eJ?-=-?J3?-&/-+-3-43-IA-.R/-.-2?R.-/3?-GA-5S$?-+-3-v-2<-$?R$-0-/A-,R.-0-;A/,
Then to collect merit in the manner of an illusion for the sake of sentient beings who are
illlusory is the conduct.

+-3-43-IA-]R-$%-;%-.LA%?-?-;=-2-/A-3,<-KA/-0:A-:V?-2-;A/-/R,
The vanishing of the notion of illusoriness into spaciousness is the ultimate result.

**************************************************************************************

? (R?-.LA%?-3R?-V=-5-2?3-2eR.-=?-:.?,
All-encompassing space free of interpretation is beyond speech, thought or expression.

,>J?-L:A-;=-=->J?-0-<%-;%-3J.,
It is also without a knower who might perceive it as an object of knowledge.

,3J.-28A/-.J-*A.-v-|R3-LJ.-0-/A, ,/3-3#:-/3-3#:-v-|R3-LJ.-0-9.,
So regarding the view and meditation of reality free of entities, view and meditate only as
sky to sky.
**************************************************************************************

? ;%-.$-.R/-=-?J3?-3J.-$%-2-3J.,
Natural meaningfulness (Yang-Dag-Don) is beyond thought and dualistic experience.

,3J.-0:%-3J.-0?-;R.-3J.-lA?-=?-:.?,
Nor is it just nothing and so it is beyond evaluation in terms of being or non-being.
**************************************************************************************

? !R%-*A.-92-3R:C-.R/-=-3A-0$-&A%-<2-+-$/?-0-.$:-8A%-3R?-0:A-$%-9$-.J-}R/-;%,R?->A%-.%?-0:A-{=-w/-M<-.-L%-(2-,R2-0:A-g$?-;A/-0<-2>.-.R,
When people are not frightened by the profound meaning of emptiness and abide in it
with happy devotion, this is explained as being a sign that they have the good fortune to
have heard and practised it previously and will quickly gain enlightenment.
**************************************************************************************

? (R?-*A.-3#:-:S-2?3-.-3J.-0:A-.LA%?,
Reality (Chhos-Nyid) is like the sky, a spaciousness that is beyond thought.

,.J-gR$?-;J->J?-2eR.-.-3J.-0:A-%%-, ,lA?-3J.-L-V=-$*$-3-3*3-0-*A.,
To realise it is the inexpressible state of pristine cognition, the natural equalness free of
activity and calculation.

,:.A-/A-.?-$?3-o=-2:A-.$R%?-0-;A/,
This is the understanding of all the Buddhas of the three times.
**************************************************************************************

,.R/-.3-(R?-*A.-3R-$>3-2-:S-=, ,3A-3%R/-3A-2?3-,-3=-$*$-3:A-%%-,
Absolute reality is like a barren woman's child, there is nothing concrete, nothing to think
about in this ordinary original state.

,!/-mR2-2&R?-&/-9%-:)$-+-3-i3?, ,3A-=J/-3A-:.R<-8A/-3J.-=R%?-,R.-0,
Relative subject and object are merged as illusion and can be used without acceptance,
rejection or desire.

,o=-2:A-.$R%?-0-*3?-?-=J/-0-;A/,
This is the practice of the Buddha's understanding.
**************************************************************************************

,)A-YA.-?J3?-=-.2%-,R2-3-I<-2<, ,2.R$-0:A-=R%?-,R.-!/-=-($?-3J.-&A%-,
Until your mind gains the power of this understanding you should avoid attachment to all
forms of wealth and possessions.

,<A-?$?-28A/-.-/$?-OR.-2!J/-0-/A, ,KA<-3A-wR$-0:A-=3-=-$/?-0-;A/,
Remain in the mountains like a wild deer and abide on the path without deviation or
backsliding.
**************************************************************************************

,3,/-.%-3A-3,/-KA-/%-nJ/-i3?-=, ,.$:-.%-3A-.$:-($?-#%-,R$?-3J.-&A%-,
Towards all outer and inner situations, be they agreeable or disagreeable, be without
happiness or sorrow, desire or aversion.

,$%-;%-=3-IA-PR$?-?-(J-2-/A, ,*J-3J.-(R?-=-2g/-0-,R2-0-;A/,
The greatest friend on the path is to have the support of the unborn nature.
**************************************************************************************

,?J3?-*A.-3#:-v<-gR$?-0:A->J?-<2-.%-, ,+-3:A-?J3?-&/-3A-%R%-~A%-eJ-$*A?,
Wisdom is the realisation that the mind is like the sky and compassion is not abandoning
illusory sentient beings.

,9%-.-:VJ=-2:A-v-,R.-3(%?-w/-0, ,3A-$/?-;J->J?-(J/-0R-M<-,R2-:I<,
By acting in accordance with the view incorporating their union, one will quickly gain
the great pristine cognition that does not rest anywhere.
**************************************************************************************

? M%-:.?-=?, !R%-0-L-2-/A-!R%-0-.%-3A-!R%-0-$*A?-!-3A-3,R%-2:R,
The text Myang-'Das says, 'Emptiness is not to perceive emptiness or not emptiness.

,!R%-0:A-<%-$.%?-&A<-;%-$%-8A%-, $%-.?-*A.-/?-!R%-0?-$%-!R%-9%-:)$
The self-expression of emptiness appears everywhere and having appeared it becomes
empty and so appearance and emptiness are in union.

,.J- !- <%- $A?-#-/%-.-KR$?-+J-<A$-0<-L-2-=?-$8/-3-;A/-0-?R-?R-<%-<A$-;J->J?- ,R.;=-0-8J?-?R,
One can only realise this within oneself and nowhere else and so emptiness is said to be
the realm of pristine cognition of one's own awareness which sees everything clearly.'
**************************************************************************************

,3-&A$-$A?, $%-;%-;A.-=-3-L?-/, ,$R=-?<-:L%-2-$-=-;R.,
Ma-Chig Lab-sGron says, 'If there is no mentation whatsoever then errancy will never
arise.

,:.->J?-i3-0<-2>A$?-=-8R$
Destroy discriminating perception!'

,&J?-.%-, ?J3?-=-$*A?-?-3-3(A?-0?, ,2v-o-3J.-0:A-5=-.-2v,

And she also says, 'Mind is free of duality so look as if there were nothing really there to
look at.

,2v?-0?-<%-$A-?J3?-3A-3,R%-,
If you look too strongly then you will not see your own mind.

,3,R%-2?-?J3?-*A.-.R/-3A-<A$
Or even if you see a little you will not realise the nature of mind itself.

,.J-2?-2v-2<-L-2-/A, ,h=-43-;R.-0-3-;A/-/R, ,8J?-?R,
So don't have even a speck of real object to look at.'
**************************************************************************************

,?J3?-*A.-!R%-$?=-.3A$?-3J.-$>A?-GA-$/?-=$?-;%-.$-0:R,
The pure natural condition of mind itself is emptiness and clarity, the state free of
reification.

,<A$-0-3R?-V=-%R?-29%-3J.-0-.J-!-:(<-|R3-:$$?-0:A-l=-$%-+-3-v-2<-><-2?3*3- 28$- .%- eJ?- ,R2- .LJ<- 3J.- .3- 9%- :)$- $?=- !R%- :6B/- 3J.- GA- %%- .- =- ^R- 2<L?-+J-*3?-?-]%-%R-, ,8J?-?R, ,
With the arising of awareness free of interpretation and dualistic perception at the end of
meditation appearance manifests in the manner of an illusion. So for months and years
practise the relaxed state of clarity and emptiness which is the inseparability or union of
meditative balance and its subsequent achievement.
**************************************************************************************

